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Drivers team up for inter-farm tree transport
Our trees log many miles even before they’re loaded on trucks for delivery to customers across the country.
Inter-farm tree transport takes skilled
drivers plus a lot of teamwork and
coordination to move trees from Milton and Barlow/Sunset farms to our
Hood Acres shipping hub.
Our main semi-truck drivers are
Hood Acres-based Jeremy Imes
and Luis DeLucio, and Adalberto
Rodriguez (BSF). We’re fortunate
that Milton Farm mechanic Enrique
Valesquez and HA Mechanic Zac Hall
have the necessary driver credentials
to drive the big rigs and can help out
when needed.
Hauling trees from Milton to HA is
an all-day, 464-mile round trip journey
via the Columbia River Gorge, which
can be treacherous due to ice, snow
and gusty winds. Despite the challenges, our drivers (primarily Jeremy)
haul an average of 55 loads each
winter, for a mileage total of 25,520
miles - more miles than a trip around
the world!
The miles also add up on the short
haul from Barlow/Sunset to HA,
mostly driven by Adalberto and Luis.
Load coordinator Claudia Gomez
(BSF Management Assistant) reports
that 296 loads have been hauled over
the 32-mile route to date, at a typical
rate of three loads per day. Four trips
can be made if the drivers and forklift
operators start their day at 4 a.m.!
Figuring a 64-mile round trip, that’s
a hefty 18,944 miles logged so far,
a distance greater than three round
trips to New York City!

Many other employees drive as a
secondary job responsibility, driving
our two-ton flatbed trucks to haul
seedlings and transplants between
farms at planting time, moving equipment, making a few local deliveries,
etc. Austreberto Magaña, Jorge
Magaña and Francisco Ramirez do
most of the shuttling of refrigerated
trailers (refers) between the HA and
Cottrell loading docks during ship-

ping season. Others who hop into
the cab as needed include Rigoberto
Elias, Santiago Merino, Juan Aguilera,
Alberto Galarza, Robert Nelson and
Farm Manager Aaron Caldwell. Others help out as well, he said.
“If you show interest and can drive
a clutch, we’d love your help!” Aaron
added. “There is a whole lot of essential, behind the scenes inter-farm
trucking, and it takes a lot of people
pitching in to get it done.”

From left: Inventory Supervisor Claudia Gomez, Truck Driver Adalberto Rodriguez and
Forklift Driver Jose Arriaga team up to keep trees moving. As needed, Inventory Assistant
Neida Canchola and Pesticide Supervisor Martin Agosta pitch in to help build loads.

Richard Lang retires and leaves Barlow Farm in good hands
The Barlow Sunset Farm team recently said goodbye to longtime farm
manager Richard Lang. He spent the
last five years of his 31-year career
with JFS as Barlow/Sunset Farm
Manager. Richard had started his career in 1990 as the Barlow Farm manager. He was promoted to Production
Manager in 2000, a position he held
for 16 years and helped the company
through many transitions during that
time. Over the years, Richard had
seen many changes within JFS and
helped the company overcome many
challenges. He enjoyed working
alongside countless JSF employees
and had the privilege of training many
managers, management trainees,
interns, and Schmidt family members.

With Richard’s retirement, Peyton
Farrish has assumed the role of
Barlow Sunset Farm manager. Peyton made the move to Oregon from
his home state of Georgia where he
had helped manage a B&B nursery.
There, he learned that the JFS reputation for being the best in the business
echoes all the way to the East Coast.
Surrounding nurseries and the nursery where he was employed would
routinely buy plant material from
J. Frank Schmidt. When bare root
orders were delivered in the spring,
he always noticed the quality and
consistency from J. Frank Schmidt
was superior to all other plant material received from other nurseries.
The impressive quality inspired him
to apply for a management trainee

Sam Barkley, Frank Schmidt, Richard Lang, Jan Barkley, and Gordy Webster

Richard takes center stage with the Barlow Sunset Farm team as they bid farewell.

position, and he was soon promoted to Grower at Sunset Farm. Fast
forward five years, and he couldn’t be
happier with his decision to make the
trek West to work for the #1 nursery
in the country!
As Richard enjoys his retirement,
he plans on spending time with his
grandkids and hopes to do a lot of
kayaking and wilderness hikes. He
and his wife, Sheila, will hold off on
any big travels for two more years until her retirement. Richard always had
a way of making people smile and
brought much laughter to the team.
His hard work and big personality will
always be remembered by those he
worked with over the years.

Farewell Richard
and welcome Peyton!

Richard Lang and Peyton Farrish

Grafting is one of many time-sensitive tasks for D62
The month of February is the midway point of the grafting season for
Department 62. We started grafting pine and spruce in December
and moved on to Metasequoia and
Taxodium (Dawn Redwood and Bald
Cypress). Oaks were next in line this
year because the order in which
we graft usually depends on what
rootstock High Forest has graded or
has ready for us to pick up and start
trimming the roots.
Groups that we graft this time of
year include Quercus, Carpinus,
Fagus, Aesculus, Hamamelis, Chionanthus, Nyssa and Koelreuteria. Adelina Martinez leads our grafting crew
that includes Susana Joaquin, Adelia
Acencio, Perla Medina, Elias Velasco,
Rosa Francisco and Fidel Flores, who
is on loan from Hood Acres to help
out for a few weeks. Adelina also has
Maria May and Adolfo Gutierrez helping prepare the scion wood.
This time of year, the VigorLiner®
crew helps out by trimming rootstocks prior to grafting so the bareroot grafts are ready to be placed on
the heated callus bed. Crewleader
Rodrigo Gonzalez heads up the root
trimming crew which includes Maurilio Lopez, Salomon Cruz and Elias
Gonzalez.
D62 tends to many other jobs in addition to grafting: tagging VigorLiner®
plants, grading material for field planting, potting seedlings, planting seed
and trimming rootstocks. These jobs
are accomplished by our liner crew
led by Rocio Dominguez; Luz Carrillo
Epifania Ramirez, Angelica Lopez and
Eder Cruz. Foreman Gerardo Amezcua works with the crew leaders to get
the different jobs done and to make
sure that all jobs are going according
to plan. Alberto Galarza helps with
green house repairs, irrigation repairs, general repairs or special building projects that need attention. His
driving skills are a plus because he
can drive the company flatbed truck
to High Forest to pick up rootstocks
for us when the other Hood Acres
drivers are too busy.
Grafting season is a very busy time

of year at D62, with many
other jobs that need to
get done, too. Our team
of skilled and experienced employees have
another year producing
grafted liners ahead.
With their dedication and
skill, we will produce
another excellent crop
for field planting and
VigorLiner® production. Hand potting crew unloads newly potted grafts. From left,
Angelica Lopez, Eder Cruz, Luz Carillo, Epifania Ramirez
and Crewleader Rocio Diaz

D62 plants are on the move
every day, with Alberto
Galarza behind the wheel of
the Hyster forklift.

Crew prunes rootstock for
Foreman Gerardo Amezcua
grafting. From left: Salomon makes sure all tasks are
Cruz, Elias Gonzalez, Maurilio going according to plan.
Lopez and Crewleader
Rodrigo Gonzalez.

Grafting team seated around the table, clockwise from left, includes Elias Velasco,
Adelia Ascencio, Susana Joaquin, Perla Medina and Rosa Francisco. In the background,
their support team prepares more oak scion wood for grafting. From left, Adolfo Gutierrez, Crewleader Adelina Martinez, Maria May and Cassie Wagner.

Fall seedling harvest challenged by rainy weather
This fall’s rainy weather brought
many difficulties. We were only able
to process 78,550 trees for early fall
digging and planting. In comparison,
we had good weather last fall, and we
were able to send out 381,644 plants.
So when our normal dig season started, we were well behind. Our team
worked extremely well this year and
managed to catch up to last year’s
record setting pace. This meant many
Saturdays and extra help from other
farms, but when you work as a team,
anything is possible.
Each year we collect many pounds
of our own seed from around the local farms in Boring, from parks in the
Portland area, and from as far away
as Corvallis. We collect more than 20
varieties of seed from trees that are
monitored by Andrew Abate, Greenhouse Grower. When the seeds are
ready, he sends a crew out to collect
them. Some seeds are collected from
trees in the High Forest landscape,
including the Amur Maple (Acer ginnala) trees pictured. Seedlings grown
from these will be sent to Barlow
Farm and Milton Farm for planting.

Bertha Del-Torro-Soriano and Betzaida
Mendez Hernandez collect Acer ginnala
seed from trees growing in the High Forest
landscape.

Our digging crew hard at work harvesting Ulmus Frontier. Trees will be processed,
stored in our cooler and sent to Milton Farm to be planted out this spring.

From left: Margarita Paz
Vasquez, Soledad Lopez
and Marilu Hurtado process
softwood cuttings that
were just lifted from the
poly houses.

Crew Leader Juan Martinez
monitors a bench of tissue
culture plantlets that were
just processed and stuck
into flats. He has played
a vital role in keeping the
greenhouse flowing for 14
years.

Last summer we stuck 1.1 million
softwood cuttings (SW’s) during a
season that starts in the last week
of May and runs through the end of
June. They are quick to root into the
bark, and are well-rooted by harvest
time in the winter. Harvesting these
SW cuttings is the most physically
demanding job that we do at High
Forest. All the roots spread out like
a carpet that you have to cut with a
shovel and then lift and shake with a
pitchfork to get as much bark dust off
as possible. Then you pull them apart
one by one and fill the buckets. These
are taken inside for a process we call
grimming. (Grading and trimming)
Each rooted cutting is graded for size
and quality, and their roots and tops
are trimmed at the same time.

Promoted! From left:
Yolanda Lopez Gonzalez,
Kayleigh Moon and Marilu
Hurtado.

We are happy to announce the promotion of two longtime employees to
Crewleader positions, and the hiring
of the first ever Inventory Supervisor
at HF. At the beginning of the winter
season, Yolanda Lopez Gonzalez was
promoted to Crewleader in charge
of grading. Marilu Hurtado was
promoted to Crewleader for helping
to process all SW’s and other greenhouse activities. Kayleigh Moon, who
joined JFS as a management trainee
two years ago, was hired back to take
on the duties of Inventory Supervisor,
a new and much-needed position
for keeping track of the millions of
seedlings and cuttings that we grow
each year.

It is shipping season at the nursery!
How many trucks do we ship
each year?
900! That’s right. We ship the equivalent of 900 full semi-truck trailers of
trees each year. Can you believe that?
If we were to load all of those trucks
and line them up, one behind the
other, there would be a line of trucks
stretching from our main office in Boring to the Winco Foods on 102nd Ave.
in Northeast Portland, 12 miles away!
Where, and how far away do we
send our trees?
We send our trees all over the United States and Canada, with occasional shipping to overseas customers
in Europe and Asia. Our furthest
trucking distance, on the ground here
in North America, is to a customer
in Dartmouth, Nova Scotia, Canada,
3,735 miles away!
How does our shipping department rank among our competitors,
and who are the different players
involved?
We rank the best of the best of
course! It takes a big group effort to
coordinate the shipping of our trees.
Our shipping process begins and
ends with our credit manager, Stephanie Rustan. Stephanie’s job is to
qualify our customers and make sure
they are in good standing to pay us
for the trees they order. We don’t ship
trees until Stephanie gives us the
green light. After trees are shipped
and bills are sent out, Stephanie
watches for payments to come in. If
our customers don’t pay on time, they
get a phone call from Stephanie!

Credit Manager Stephanie Rustan must
give the green light before trees are pulled
and loaded on a truck.

Our trees are well-traveled by the time they reach our customers in Nova Scotia – 3,735
highway miles!

It takes many of us from all departments to make the shipping process
go. Each load requires close coordination and communication between
sales and customer service teams,
our shipping manager Al Herzog,
our inventory department, and dock
foremen like Alberto Campas and
Vicente Lopez. All of the pulling
crews work together to ensure that
our trees are made ready to go! And
don’t forget our very safety conscious
and organized forklift operators!
Many hands are on the job of getting
the trees to the actual truck, where
our loading teams perform the magic
trick of getting the trees stacked with
strategy, efficiency and care.

At J. Frank Schmidt & Son Co., we
are well known for being the best
at loading trucks. We receive many
compliments from our customers,
on a job well done. So when you are
loading trucks, be sure to remember
to smile and give lots of high fives to
one another, because you are the
best of the best!

Cottrell Farm loading team stays late on a
Friday afternoon to finish loading a truck.
From left: Leonardo De Jesus Rojas, Carlos
Sanchez-Jimenez, Jose Luis Perez-Rodriguez, Foreman Vicente Lopez, Jose Salazar
Doroteo, and Adriel Duran.

Jesus Velasco Perez (left) and Daniel Pelaez
Galindo stack bundles of bare root oak
trees into a tráiler at the Hood Acres
loading dock.

Keeping it Moving in the Hood Acres Shop
and Maintenance Departments
The hardworking mechanics, fabricators, and maintenance workers
here in the Hood Acres shop have
one shared goal; to keep the Boring
area machinery, implements, vehicles, and buildings in good working
order. When things get broken, we
work together to get them back
into the hands of our operators and
fieldworkers. Here in the shop and
maintenance departments, we draw
on the wide variety of perspectives
and talents of our team. It’s our job to
make everyone else’s job easier!
Here are a few of our favorite
things about our jobs, as well as
some advice for people dropping off
equipment or putting in work orders.
Mechanic Edgar Enriquez says his
favorite thing about his job is going
out into the field for service calls.
“I like seeing what is happening in
the field, and providing help when it
is needed, where it is needed,” says
Edgar.
Mechanics Hilario Rodriguez and
Juan Gaspar Jimenez can’t decide
what their favorite part of the job is.
Juan, who spent a decade as a fieldworker and operator, says “to work in
the shop you have to know a lot about
all kinds of equipment, and I am happy to be working here and learning
more.” He says that his prior experience in the fields helps him to better
understand how to prioritize work,
and keep things running smoothly.

Mechanic Edgar Enriquez checks under
the hood of a pickup.

Mechanic Hilario Rodriguez works on a
forklift.

In contrast to jack-of-all-trades Hilario and Juan, Michael Balcazar and
Kris O’Keefe both have highly specialized roles here that keep them busy;
Michael with the diggers, and Kris
with the potting machine at Cottrell.
Though their jobs may be specialized,
their advice is more general.
“Make sure to use the equipment
for what it’s supposed to be used for,
and not something else,” Michael
says. Kris advises, “Before you bring
a piece of equipment in, please clean
it!”, explaining that it can be hard figure out what’s wrong under a six-inch
layer of mud.
In addition to repairs and maintenance, our fabrication shop plays
a vital role in keeping JFS moving.
Our fabricators build new machines
and structures from the ground up
to keep our company on the cutting
edge of innovation and cost-effective techniques. From a mobile
lunchroom fabricated for workers to
comfortably eat their lunches in the
field, to a greenhouse made with reclaimed parts, our projects keep the
team busy!

“I love working on machinery and
building things from the ground up
that benefit the company,” says Isauro Francisco Ascencio, who works in
both fabrication and maintenance.
The shop and maintenance team
is led by Greg Neumann, a foreman
with an excellent institutional memory who has over twenty years of
experience here at JFS, and by Ryan
Robinson, a shop manager whose energy and vision constantly motivates
all of us to do better. Together, we
work to be strategic, and to cultivate
an inclusive and supportive environment in which we show up every day,
ready for whatever needs to be done,
to help whoever needs it.
“Ultimately,” as Ryan says, “our goal
is to make it as easy as possible for
people in the fields to grow bigger
and better trees, for a bigger and
brighter JFS.”

Welder Miguel Corona Horta cuts metal
for the greenhouse.

People are the
answer to growing
great trees

Foreman Greg Neumann
polishes a transmission plate.

Maintenance Worker Isauro Francisco Ascencio
moves reclaimed metal for a new greenhouse.

Two years have flown by since the
Schmidt family entrusted me with
leadership of this great company. Two
seasons of planting, growing, harvesting, marketing, selling, and shipping
- and I’m still in awe of our ability to
grow so many trees, so well. The
secret of our success and reputation
as a world-class grower of shade and
flowering trees is no mystery. You’ll
find the answer on every page of this
employee-driven and employee-written newsletter.
Our famous and familiar green
and gold bumper sticker Trees are
the Answer could just as well say
People are the Answer. Our success is thanks to people like the 21
longtime employees named on the
back cover. Your 525 years of combined service indicate that this is a
good place to work, and a good place
to make a living and build a career.
We’re glad you showed up for work
on that first day, and thankful that you
stuck around to help build the team
that makes growing great trees look
easy.
Ben Rough, CEO

Mechanic Erick Fausto Garcia adjusts a trailer connector on a tractor.

Maintenance Worker Vicente Santiago Sanchez
adjusts an air hose.

Mechanic Juan Gaspar
Jimenez resurfaces a wheel.

Vicente Arreguin’s 38 years on the job
tops the list of 20+-year employees He’s
pictured with Frank Schmidt back in 2005
when he was a Grower at our Luckiamute
Farm that has since been sold. Mentored
over the years by co-workers who shared
their knowledge and skill with him, he now
teaches others in his role as Grower at
Barlow Farm.

When it rains
it pours!
After slogging through one of the
wettest winters in recent memory,
bareroot digging at Hood Acres is finally wrapping up. It was a struggle to
find digging windows to get our trees
out of the ground, but the digging
crews muscled and grinded through
the poor weather and found a way
to get the harvest in for grading. Our
expert grading crews lead by Abel
Molina, Bernabe Tapia, Rodolpho Perez, and Jose Campas did their usual
excellent work of sorting through this
year’s crop. No easy task this year
due to the issues stemming from our
summer heat wave. Bareroot trucks
are trickling in, which is welcome
news for our burgeoning coolers and
sawdust. As great as it is to have harvest done, it’s even better to have the
trees on their way to customers! Now
our focus turns back to the fields and
the thousands of trees requiring our
attention for next year’s sales.
This winter we celebrate Teobaldo
Orosco’s 20-year anniversary with
JFS. Teo has been a steadfast leader
in both cooler storage and irrigation
through the years. Hard to believe he
used to be a music promoter before
he worked in nurseries! We were sad
to see longtime employee and digger
operator Cesar Guzman leave the
company this winter but wish him
well in his future endeavors.
Hood Acres is looking forward to
another positive year for the company, albeit hopefully one with better
weather.

HA sawdust full of trees. Aerial photo by pilot and Production Manager Eric Henrichs.

Daniel Perez (L) and Isaac Ramirez stack a
bareroot truck.

Twenty-year employee Teobaldo Orosco
admires a bonsai tree crafted by Austrian
intern Johannes Praskac.

Salomon Mejia leads a crew of contractors
stubbing Syringa ‘Ivory Silk’.

Gregorio Salazar’s crew wrestling out
some oversize trees from the transplant
block.

Potting proceeds, full speed ahead!
Currently, Cottrell Farm is the process of potting. As of
February 15, we had completed 52% of our planting. This
year’s goal is to plant 275,000 trees, which will be maintained in an area of 55 acres for the rest of the summer.
Reaching this goal is possible thanks to each one of
the JFS workers across all farms and departments who
produce the quality trees needed for growing beautifully
finished container trees.
Three crews (pruning, potting and set-out) are key to
making all of this possible, and are featured here. There
are too many names to mention, but remember, each
person at JFS plays an important part in the success of
Cottrell Farm, since each farm contributes in one way or
another to achieving our goals. Thank you!

Pruning Leader Luis Salazar and
Sergio Chavez are responsible for
leading the pruning crew.

The pruning station is made up of 14 employees, some
of them with years of experience. The pruning crew
prunes the branches of each tree to be sure it will conform to our high standards, and trims roots as needed to
fit each size container so the potting line can run throughout the day without stopping.
The potting crew works against the clock - since the
machine does not stop! Thanks to the skill and responsibility of the 13 employees on the potting team, an average
of 1,300 trees per day are potted throughout the season.
Lastly, we have our set-out crew, formed by eight people
who set out the pots and straighten the trees in the pots
after they are placed in straight lines on the gravel.

The pruning crew selects, root prunes and shapes
the Acer palmatum that are received from Hood
Acres Farm.

Our expert tagging team, Maricela
Martinez (left) and Sofia Tapia,
meticulously prepare trees for their
destination, ensuring that all orders
leave the dock with picture tags, trunk
wraps and retail tags as needed.

Potting leaders Carlos Hernandez
and Luis Lopez are responsible
for the Potting Crew.

Potting crew works together to plant bare root trees
in #5 containers.

Set-out leaders, from left : Crew
Leader Victor Lorenzo and
Agustin Moo.

The set-out crew unloads the #5 container trees
that were finished minutes before, by the potting
crew.

Loading crew wheels trees into a trailer on
a cold rainy day.

The Digging Doesn’t Stop for D63
Much like the bareroot farms, the
B&B department has had more than
its share of wet weather this winter.
And just like the bareroot crews, the
B&B diggers soldier on. The difference being - the digging never stops
for B&B until the very moment the
trees leaf out and become unsafe to
dig. Because B&B trees are dug to order, sales continue until it is no longer
possible to safely dig them and be
sure they will survive.
This keeps the B&B department,
led by Brett Macy-Steines, bouncing around the fields all winter and
spring, digging here, there and everywhere until harvest is complete. In
order to stay ahead of the work, B&B
juggles many tasks at the same time:
Tying up tree branches in preparation
for digging and/or winter protection,
digging, hauling trees from the fields,
staking, planting, pruning, and helping Dept. 11 (Hood Acres bare root)
in their spare time. All this multi-tasking may quite possibly make Dept. 63
the most versatile department in all
of JFS!

Freshly dug B&B trees on their way to the loading dock.

Ricardo Vazquez and Eder Lopez pose with a
large weeping Japanese maple they just dug.

Santiago Rosas and his crew planting out some Japanese maples
with the transplanter under some rare January sun.

Brett Macy-Steines shares a selfie while
out picking up B&B trees for customers.

Freshly dormant pruned Acer ‘Pacific Fire’ in the whip beds with
Mt. Hood in the background.

Winter weather challenges can’t stop Milton team
Low temperatures, icy mornings,
snow, and snow drifts were among
the many winter obstacles that the
Milton Farm crew endured towards
the end of the season. With only a few
rows left to dig, these weather challenges caused a halt on digging. The
digger machine and tractors were
not able to get through the feet of
snow that had accumulated out in the
fields. During that time, the employees took on other tasks to keep busy.

While some finished grading trees
inside the warehouse, others straightened stakes in preparation for spring
planting, and pruned trees in areas
where there was little to no snow.
Foreman Aurelio Gonzalez checked
the fields daily to see if there was any
possibility of digging. As soon as he
gave a thumbs up on digging, the
crew of about thirteen employees
were back in action. Despite the setbacks caused by weather, the small
crew worked hard to finish digging,
grading, and loading the last truck
load.

Two-year-old Prospector Elms are inspected and graded by Francisco Hernandez.

From left: Carlos Diego, Carlos Aparicio, Armandina Garcia, Bulmaro Castillo, Oscar
Ponce and Ramon Garcia straighten stakes in preparation for spring planting.

Guadalupe Gutierrez celebrated his 30th
anniversary at JFS on November 22.

Armandina & Ramon Garcia team up to
prune trees in the stock block

Snow drifts piled up and blocked digging efforts.

Welcome our new intern
Johannes Praskac, our new intern, joined us in December 2021. He is from Austria where his family has
owned and operated, “Praskac Pflanzenland GmbH”
for 145 years. It is the largest nursery and garden
center in Austria, producing all sorts of plants such
as trees, shrubs, perennials, and roses. Johannes is a
sixth-generation nurseryman who is eager to learn as
much as he can about JFS nursery practices during his
year-long internship that will conclude in December
Johannes is
happy to be here and is soaking up
knowledge and working hard in the
bare root harvest, trimming seedlings
at High Forest, and looking forward
to learning our techniques for spring
planting.
“It is a great honor for me to be able to
work at JFS,” Johannes says. “I enjoy my
time and really appreciate the effort every single one of you takes to show me
how to grow the world’s finest trees.”
Johannes’ hobbies include hiking and Johannes “digs in” to the bare root tree
snow skiing. Please make him feel wel- harvest by blowing excess mud off the
come and say hello when you see him. roots with an AirSpade.

Farm

Hired

Martha Jimenez-Hernandez
Pablo Lopez
Isidro Moreno Flores
Romualda Arellano
Martin Nunez-Carmona
Graciela Galindo-Lopez
Pedro Galindo-Gonzales
Andy Reynero
Francisco Ramirez-Velazco
Pancho Galindo
Eric Henrichs
Jose Juan Aguilera-Flores
Aurelio Gonzalez
Vicente Arreguin
Jose Perez-Rodriguez
Miguel Reyes
Luis Salazar-C
Tammy Bowman
Zacarias Lopez Vasquez
Jramiro Bolanos-Aviles
Santiago Merino-Zurita

High Forest
Barlow/Sunset
High Forest
Cottrell Container
Cottrell Container
High Forest
Cottrell Container
Barlow/Sunset
Hood Acres
Cottrell Container
Main Office
High Forest
Milton-Freewater
Barlow/Sunset
Barlow/Sunset
Milton-Freewater
Cottrell Container
Main Office
High Forest
Cottrell Container
Hood Acres

01/03/02
01/06/99
01/17/00
01/22/01
02/03/93
02/11/02
02/13/01
02/15/93
02/17/92
02/19/87
02/21/02
02/23/90
02/26/96
03/05/84
03/08/00
03/09/98
03/11/02
03/13/95
03/19/01
03/23/00
03/26/99

Pedro Torres and Pam Evans, our
Human Resources team, have completed instructor training and are now
certified by the American Red Cross
to teach First Aid, CPR and AED
courses. Their certification allows
us to teach lifesaving techniques to
many more employees in order to
provide a safer workplace for all. The
HR team will schedule training courses at each farm, beginning in June.
Pam is HR Manager and has served
JFS for eight years. Pedro celebrates
his 18th anniversary with JFS in
March. Hired in 2004 for the HA Farm
Assistant position, he was promoted
to HR Generalist in 2005.
“We’re here to help,” Pedro says.
“Give us a call or come see us if you
have any questions or concerns.”

Job Opportunities

Celebrating Employees
With 20 Years Or More
Name

HR team
ramps up
safety training

Years

20
23
22
21
29
20
21
29
30
35
20
32
26
38
22
24
20
27
21
22
23

Farm Manager - Cottrell
Grower – High Forest
Container Inventory Coordinator – Main Office
Nursery Maintenance Worker – Cottrell
Mechanics Helper – Canby Shop
Equipment Operator – Cottrell
Shop Mechanic – Hood Acres Shop
Nursery Workers – All Locations

Employee bonus program
for referring new hires:
$400 To Employee
$175 To New Hire
Bonus paid 90 days from date of hire.
See Human Resources for more details.

